DESCRIPTION

This book presents a wide-ranging and important collection of new work on gender history. It includes a variety of international contributions which provide the reader with a global perspective on how gender history has developed and where it is going.

The subjects covered include gendered space, colonial identities, biology and science, politics, citizenship and the public sphere, work, family, and oral history. Ranging from Europe to Asia, Australia to North and South America, together the essays provide an essential guide to the recent and future direction of gender history.
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Leonore Davidoff, the founding editor of Gender & History, is Research Professor in Social History, University of Essex. She is the author of numerous works in gender history including, with Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes (1987), and The Family Story (1999) with Megan Doolittle, Janet Fink and Katherine Holden.

Keith McClelland teaches history at Middlesex University, London, is co-editor of Gender & History, and is the author with Catherine Hall and Jane Rendall of Defining the Victorian Nation (2000).
Eleni Varikas teaches in the Department de Sciences Politiques, Université de Paris VIII and has written widely on the history of political thought and social theory, on gender history and on Greek women’s history.
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**FEATURES**

Reflects the diversity of work in the field.

Shows the range of approaches to the study of gender.

Includes a wide range of international work.
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**SERIES**

Gender and History Special Issues
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